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We investigate restrictions to be imposed over the NCG C +M2 +M3
model to make it to t with phenomenological data. Under wild conditions
in the NCG eld a leptophobic Z 0 boson is got.
Recent work [8] shows that naive aplication of Connes’ scheme[7] to the
C+M2 +M3 algebra drives to a model of elementary particles[8] which has not
an easy phenomenological t, nor a trivial method to remove anomalies [8].
In this short letter, we point out that results can be best tted if we take
into account the dierence between quark and leptonic sectors. In Connes’ work
[1], the bialgebra CM2 ;CM3 is rejected because we need to get the quark
yukawa couplings of the standard model, and such condition is automatically
achieved if we take the bialgebra to be C  H;C M3. But no restriction
was really needed for the lepton sector. So our path of search can start from
CM2;CM3 and look for conditions restricting the action on quarks to be
quaternionik.




 (i) Independence between actions by C and by M2(C)
 (ii) No variation of the functions a(x) from R4 to the algebra AF .
The second condition is currently too strong, and would be replaced in the
future by a milder one, related probably to the elimination of the "junk ideal"
in the curvature calculus.
Plan of letter is as follows: First we look for justication to reduce the
M2(C) action to be  H over the quarks. We develop the calculations in the
bimodule formalism, where it is simpler to separate quark and leptons. Then
unimodularity conditions are applied and we examinate the resulting elds,
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then relating it to the phenomenological ones. Finally, we conclude with some
comments about where to extend this toy model towards.
Remember that a eld A is a rst order operator A =
P
a[D; a0] which is
self-adjoint under the -involution (see [1, 2, 9] for details). For models of type
A = C(M) ⊗ AF , i.e, an algebra of continous functions times a nite matrix
algebra, this operator decomposes in a term due to the AF and other coming
from the one of continuous functions. The  involution acts as adjunction in
the nite part and anti-adjuction in the continuous one.
The nite term of A for the quark part is:
q =
X0B@
0 0 m+d (
0 − 0) m+d 
0
0 0 −m+u 
0 m+u
(0 − 0)
((0 − 0) +  0)md (−
0 + (0 − 0))mu 0 0
(−(0 − 0) +  0)md (  0 + (0 − 0))mu 0 0
1CA
(1)
Where x; x were conjugate complex numbers in the CH model, but now they
are independent. For the lepton part, the operator is:
l =
X0@ 0 m+e (0 − 0) m+e 0((0 − 0) +  0)me 0 0
(−(0 − 0) + 0)me 0 0
1A (2)
Now, A = A implies two restrictions in both parts; namely:X
(0 − 0) =
X
((0 − 0) +  0)+ (3)X
0 =
X
(−(0 − 0) + 0)+ (4)
and the quark part has two additional conditions (which do not apply to leptons
due to the absence of massive neutrino):X
(0 − 0) =
X
( 0 + (0 − 0))+ (5)X
0 =
X
(0 − (0 − 0))+ (6)
Note that if we take the algebra of quaternions, the two last equations are
simply conjugates of the two former. To clarify calculation, let’s dene variables
that tell us how much the M2 elements dier from being quaternions:
 =  − + (7)
 = − + (8)
(We notate the complex conjugate as x+).
With this notation, let us substract (5) and (6) from -the conjugates of-
(3),(4) respectively. We get the restrictionX
+ 0 =
X
+0+ −  0+ + +0 − +0 − + 0+ − 0 (9)X
+0 =
X
+ 0+ + 0 − 0 − +0 − 0+ − 0 (10)
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for the representation of A in the quark subspace.
Now we examinate the continuous part, which is the one giving the gauge


























are genuine quaternions. Over
this, the condition A = A asks Q to be anti-selfadjoint which implies the
following two conditions:X






−d0 − d0+ − +d0 − d0 (13)
Now, if condition (ii) is valid, we can use restrictions (9,10) over the two last
equations to obtainX
−d0+ + d 0+ =
X
+d0 − +d 0 (14)X
+d0 − d0 = 0 (15)
But such equations introduce spureous relations between the C and M2(C)
algebras. If we want (condition (i)) to avoid them, we are forced to put  =  = 0
and the representation of A in the quark subspace results in a continuous part:
q(; V ) =
0@  
V
1A ;  2 C; V 2 H (16)
Per contra, restrictions (9,10) do not apply in the lepton side, and the cor-
responding term is given by:





; V 2 H; ; B 2 C (17)
With this, the action of the bimodule for the hilbert space H = hl(hq⊗C3)
can be writen as:
((; V; B); (U;K)) = (l(; V; B) + U) (q(; V ) ⊗K) (18)
Now, we apply unimodularity conditions in the old style [1, 2]
Ng( + U) + 2NgTrK = 0 (19)
2NgB + 2NgU + 2NgTrK = 0 (20)
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Ng being the number of generations.
From this, we got the relationships
 = U + 2B (21)
and
(U +B) + TrK = 0 (22)
Rewriting
A0 = U +B (23)



















where A0 coincides with the U(1) eld of standard model, with the correct
hyperchargues, V is the SU(2) electroweak eld, K0 is the SU(3) color eld and
B is a new boson eld coupling only to quarks.
We are not going to address renormalizability or anomalies (coming from
the mixed U(1)A0 − U(1)B triangles). Simply note that such issues could hit
the redenitions (23,24) or directly the new eld B.
Note that B is leptophobic, as required by recent studies [4] on new elec-
troweak physics. Moreover, we can supposse that its coupling constant, g2, is
the same that the one of the SU(2) electroweak group, as both elds come from
the U(2) eld associated to the M2(C) algebra.
New axial and vector currents associated to this, say, Z0 eld, are zero in
the lepton sector. For quarks, we get
tV = +g2=4 tA = −g2=4 (26)
on quarks u,c,t, and same with opposed signs for d,s,b:
Doing the cocient by the Z0 currents, we get the numbers:
 For leptons
lV = 0 lA = 0 (27)











 4:16 tA = −cosW  −0:87 (28)
1with basis ( eR dR uR (e; )L (d; u)L )
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 2:32 bA = cosW  0:87 (29)
which we can compare with the experimental t [4]
lV = −2:25 6:25
MZ0
1TeV




bV = −3:45 20:72
MZ0
1TeV
bA = +4:58 9:84
MZ0
1TeV (31)
cV = −6:94 26:6
MZ0
1TeV




got from LEP results. We see that the new interaction could t with the phe-
nomenology, but present limits on Z0 mass [3] suggest a slighly higher or more
sophisticated coupling.
To summarize, we draw three conclusions:
 It seems valid, at least operationally, to restrict the representation of the
CM2(C) algebra to be CH in the quark subspace.
 From a representation of this kind, CH over quarks, CM2 on leptons,
both the standard and the "bizarre" [10] distribution of hyperchargues
appear.
 The new model continues being compatible with the experimental data.
It rests to do some small comments about the work in course.
First of all, let us address the question of the "wild" condition (ii). Note
that this has been imposed almost by hand, and at least two other ways could
enter the play to substitute it. Namely, we know that Ω2A must be restricted,
and so should dA = [D; a][D; a0]. On the other hand, not all the restrictions
from (3)-(6) have been applied, so we could get some help from there, too.
At present stage, condition (ii) would be interpreted as a shortcut, not as a
denitive axiom.
Anomaly conditions have not been examined here. Same with the Higgs,
which in this setup takes a delicate shape; we need to understand how many
higgses we have, and which one has the correct quantum numbers to confer mass
to the new eld. Such questions are delicate to stablish in the model, but we
feel that this presentation is not the denitive one. As pointed in [5], the nal
model would be clearly related to SUq(2)⊗SUq(2), not to the single SUq(2) as
happens here. And we wait to see the gravity-coupled theory [6] before to be
even more uncautious.
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